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44 The Second Singularity

Current information about the First Singularity that we just did a reading
on goes further to suggest there is beyond that a Second Singularity.
What is that about? The First Singularity is man and his AI machines
coming into an integration. The Second Singularity, should we
successfully pass through the First Singularity, is that we face a
reintegration with the rest of the universe.

Many believe that the planet Earth has been existing in a state of
isolation, a sort of quarantine situation. In effect it has been kept from
contact with the mainstream of civilization in our galaxy and other
galaxies because of abnormalities in its development. The details of
this are a whole interesting subject, but what we are interested in now is
to find out where we stand in this and what will we face if and when we
enter the Second Singularity, a process of reintegration with the
universe at large. To explore this question we will use the dice to call
up 6 cards.

As before our first card will go on the House of Stars. On first throw we
get a 4 and a 6, which convert to 23 and become a 6. On the second
throw we get a 1 and a 2, which convert to 11 and become a 1. Our
card is #61, which is the 10 of Feathers and represents Heaven. We
place this on the House of Stars, and it tells us we are going to the stars
and a form of civilization that is like Heaven. This is the beginning of
the Space Age in which we send explorers (human and robot) outside of
Earth’s realm to all parts of our solar system and then on to other
systems in our galaxy.

The second card begins with a throw of a 3 and a 5, which convert to 23
and become a 6. The second throw produces a 2 and a 3, which
convert to 12 and become a 2. Card #62 is the Light Body card, which
we then place on the King of Feathers House of Intuition. In this age
intuition will flourish. Man and his technologies will combine AI into a
Light Body form of existence. This will bring about an ability to move
about freely in space and time with no concern for mortality. The 8th
chakra is able to function independent of the physical body. It is an
energy body, but still can retain an aspect of individuality.
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The third card has a first throw of a 6 and a 3, which convert to 32 and
become 8. The second throw gets a 4 and a 1, which convert to 21 and
become 4. So the card is #84, the Lord of Touch who will now go in the
House of Hearing (Sejem), because the House of the King of Feathers is
already occupied. This creates a bridge of touch contact between the
High Priest in the physical world below and the Higher Self Sun above.
The Light Body links directly to the Source of Light.

The fourth card emerges with a throw of a 1 and a 3 for a 12, which then
becomes a 2. The second throw yields a 5 and another 5, which
becomes 33 and gives us a 9. Card #29 is Justice, which we place in the
House of the King of Towns as a major asset. We have truth in a
balanced and stable universe. This allows all civilizations to develop
their own styles free of conflicts. Human science and universal science
no longer contradict or conflict. We live together in a universal body.
Alien civilizations open contact. Their ships are alive and linked to the
physical beings that fly them.

The fifth card has a 1 and a 1 on the first throw, which convert to 11 and
give us a 1. On the second throw we have a 2 and a 2, which also
convert to 11 and give us another 1. The card is #11, which is the Ace
of Water, the Love Card. We place this on the House of Touch, the
Lord of Towns, because we already have a card on the King of Towns.
This card signifies that the fundamental property of the universe, which
is Unity, becomes predominant. When the universe is recognized to be
a field of pure light in which all components coexist as a single particle of
pure awareness that self-interacts by means of “light”, an energy field
that is perfectly balanced in space and time, there is no longer any
concept of conflict. Matter and anti-matter weave back and forth in
space-time and become understood as a complex fabric of photons.
The photon light particle is recognized to be its own anti-particle and
thus forms the ground state of all existence, merely using a marvelous
trick of physics to reflect on itself in endless patterns.

The “limitations” of Einstein’s delusionary isolated physical matter
universe no longer are meaningful. The open network of galactic
contact is once again available to mankind from the level of Love (pure
awareness light energy). NASA has already publicly admitted that our
own galaxy has billions of stars and most of them have satellites of some
sort. Even the space between planets in our solar system is filled with
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life just like our oceans. The entire universe is filled with life forms of
unimaginable diversity. Billions of galaxies are each filled with billions
of star systems, each filled with countless life forms. Bound together
by the universal love energy all are instantly connected as a single
vibrant entity.

We now come to our sixth card to see how this awakening of the Second
Singularity evolves for us. On first throw we get a 4 and a 6, which
convert to 23 and become a 6. On second throw we get a 1 and a 6,
which convert to 13 and give us a 3. Our card is #63, which is the 6th
chakra card, and opens the Eye of Wisdom. We put this card in the
House of the King of Water (Life), known to the Egyptians as “Happy”.
With our Eye of Wisdom restored, we look out at a vast universe that
extends from our inner hearts (House of the Hermit) to the countless
Stars (House of Stars) that we call our “outside” world of future
possibilities.

For what appears to have been a long dream of isolation and separation
man has been feeling alone on Earth in a chaotic environment in which
everything goes around eating everything else in order to stay “alive”.
This was simply a strange fantasy that temporarily overtook our planet.
By a process of settling down to careful observation of the true state of
things, we have broken out of this weird dream into the world of Truth
and Reality. The universe is one gigantic light body pulsating with
reflections of itself that merge and diverge as part of a game in which
nothing serious ever happens. We simply reflect back and forth into
our own dreams, learning and exploring our own multi-dimensional
selves.

The universe does not allow chaos, because it is pure order. Chaos is
simply what pure order looks like from a standpoint of “separation”.
The countless light years between “galaxies” are an illusion of
perspective. As Earth rediscovers its own stable ecosystem with a
mature civilization, it will naturally extend to enliven our whole solar
system, other solar systems, and whole galaxies. We will once again
rejoin the universal community.

44 Study Questions
* Practice using the dice method to consult oracles.
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* Study the reading about the Second Singularity until you understand
its implications.

* Note how the cards embrace the Process from 1 to 10 (from Love to
Heaven), include deliberate (decision) opening of the Wisdom Eye 6th
chakra and the immortal Light Body 8th chakra, and bring the sense
of physical touch to the eternal balance of Justice and Truth.

* Note how the Love card stimulates the Magician to a Sudden rebirth
of the universe (the Big Bang Tower). Study the role of Touch
between the High Priest and the Sun. Where is the Justice card
placed? What do you see in the position of the Light Body card?

* How does this article relate to the Series Overview?


